Forget “Star Wars” – New
Evidence Shows A Galactic
Battle
May
Be
Real
and
Happening Right Under Your
Feet!
Alexis chats with Linda Moulton Howe and
Barbara Lamb about a Real Life “Galactic
War!”
Here’s what you need to know.

Barbara Lamb and
Linda Moulton Howe –
Feb. 2017
They may be pretty, petite, and polite, but don’t let their
appearance fool you. Linda Moulton Howe and Barbara Lamb are
two of the most hard-hitting and well researched in the field
of UFOlogy!
Linda, an Emmy award-winning producer, researcher, and the

woman who in 1980 broke the story about mysterious cattle
mutilations and Barbara, who boasts over 3,000 regressions of
individuals, many of which feel themselves to be human-alien
hybrids have a lot to share with the world about just what’s
going on underneath the surface of our oh-so-normal reality.
In this, my 2nd interview with Linda (watch our first) and 3rd
with Barbara (hear our most recent), we brought the two
together (I call them the “Yin and Yang” of the ET/UFO
phenomenon) to discuss what may just be the biggest war we’ve
NEVER heard about – A Galactic War waged between our so-called
“secret government” and that of the non-human kind (aka,
ET’s).
Linda, in her usual fashion darted into the room just prior to
the filming of our interview, bursting with enthusiasm. “We
have to talk about the big booms!” she said. I had planned on
discussing crop circles. A theme I thought the two could
easily navigate, given their multitude of excursions
and discoveries few would have stumbled upon.
But that was not to be the theme today. We had to discuss the
BIG booms that people have been reporting as commonplace, all
over the planet in earnest since 2011.
Linda had some new information to share and Barbara was fully
on-board with shifting the proposed subject for our interview.

Barbara Lamb describes her recollection of hearing “BIG BOOMS”
during our filming on-location in Los Angeles.
So I switched gears quickly, given the fair measure of urgency
Linda conveyed. She firmly believes that the “booms” that many
have been hearing since 2011 are indicative of a possible war
– a “Galactic War” as she put it, that is currently being
waged underground. A war that is being fought between – you
guessed it – humans and ET’s!
Sound a little too Star Wars-ish? Well, stick around and watch
this in-depth interview with Linda and Barbara to find out
just what may be happening right underneath our feet.
Postscript – As if perfectly on cue, well into our interview
we had our own little “boom” experience! Synchronistic to be
sure. Tune in to find out what happened!
There are some VERY relevant and important links to this

episode that anyone who wishes to dig deeper into the
phenomenon surely won’t want to miss! Get them, plus download
the audio of this episode HERE.

If you haven’t already, be sure
to subscribe to our show on iTunes!
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